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Content for Winter 2022 

Session #5 (For February 16) 
“WORDS … Watching Our Verbal Footprints” 

After establishing the basic foundation of WISDOM, we have made a transition into some key themes 
from Proverbs. In addition to being “THEOLOGICAL,” we’ve highlighted how this wisdom is both 
“MORAL” and “PRACTICAL.” In light of that, choosing God’s path of wisdom leads us to what is good 
and right in life … in a number of very specific categories. Proverbs addresses where our feet go (last 
week with the focus on INTEGRITY), what our mouths speak, how we approach relationships, how 
we handle money, avoiding temptation, exercising self-control, etc. It’s all part of the command to 
“acknowledge/submit to Him in all your ways” (3:6a). At this point in this journey, we are considering 
such themes in Proverbs – various moral and practical areas where we need to choose the path of 
the wisdom God has revealed to us. In session #4, we looked at our FEET as a symbol of the kind of 
life we live and the choices we make as well as our HEARTS, the source of all we express in our lives. 
True integrity (like everything else in our lives) flows from the inside-out. So it is with our theme for 
this session: the WORDS we speak. 

As we prepare to dig-in to this theme in Proverbs, here are 2 key reminders: 

1. As with everything related to this theme of WISDOM, this is not about what we do to earn 
our salvation (as if we could). We have salvation by God’s grace through our faith in what 
He has done of us in Jesus. Instead, this is about how we live out our salvation in a way 
that is wise as His people in Christ and as those in whom the Holy Spirit dwells. There is a 
way of life we’re each called to live out because of this identity. 

2. One way the NT expresses this life is through this idea of how we use our bodies. In Christ, 
we are “temples” of the Holy Spirit in which He lives, and so, we are to honor Him with 
our bodies (1 Corinthians 6:19-20). In response to God’s mercy, we are to “offer our 
bodies” as living sacrifices; this is our proper worship of Him (Romans 12:1). As part of 
this, we offer our whole bodies as “instruments of righteousness” for His glory (Romans 
6:13). This can apply to every part of our body, including our mouths, lips and tongues – 
the body parts out of which come the words we express from our hearts. 

A Broad Look at Our Words in Proverbs 

Let’s take a big picture view of this theme in Proverbs. Last session, we saw our FEET used to 
represent the paths we choose to take and how we live. Likewise, Proverbs symbolizes our words 
through the use of our MOUTHS, LIPS and TONGUES as body parts. There are several uses of more 
direct Hebrew words for “speaking” and “words.” At the same time, these body parts are often used 
as metaphors to represent what we say. Consider these numbers: “MOUTH” is used 56 times 
(almost always in reference to the words we speak) … “LIPS” occurs 46 times with the same 
emphasis … “TONGUE” appears another 19 times (in the same way that we see in James 3).  



Combined with the more general emphasis on our words in Proverbs, there are 110 verses between 
chapters 10 and 31 – the main chunk of the practical instruction – referencing our words. For 
perspective, that’s over 16% of the 661 total verses in these chapters of Proverbs. Before we get into 
specific texts and themes, let’s not miss this FOREST for the trees:  our words matter … like, a lot! 

Without a doubt, this meshes with what we see throughout God’s Word. In the New Testament, 
there is a regular emphasis on the words we use. Part of the “new nature” we’re instructed to “put 
on” in Christ involves getting rid of wrong speech and using words in a proper way (e.g. see Ephesians 
4:22-24ff and Colossians 3:5ff). Among sins listed in various places in the NT, we see some particular 
sins that are speech-related like gossip, slander and lying. It fits with what we saw from the second 
key reminder on page 1. As with every other part of our body, we are to strive to use our mouths, 
lips and tongues in a way that is appropriate for who we are in Christ. Or, to put it in a way that is 
consistent with Proverbs’ language: we need to choose to have wisdom with how we use our 
mouths (or lips or tongues) … our words matter!  

Not to mix metaphors, but we can think about the sum total of the words we use in life as our 
“VERBAL FOOTPRINTS.” The idea of a “footprint” conjures up the imagery of an impression left 
behind by a person walking on sand. From an environment standpoint, we occasionally hear about 
our “CARBON footprint” to reflect the level of harmful emissions produced by a person or a group 
of people (it’s always a negative thing, the smaller the footprint, the better it is). In a similar way, 
our VERBAL footprint is what we leave behind from the words we speak. Of course, it doesn’t have 
to be just in a negative. Part of the overall emphasis in Proverbs is that these body parts can also be 
used in a positive/appropriate way that is healthy toward others and honoring toward God!  

Here are some basic stats to consider regarding the number of words we speak during a day: 

• For some men, there number of words can be as low as 7,000 to 10,000 in a day.  

• For others (including some females according to this report), the number could run 
upwards of 20,000 … and for some, even 40,000. 

• Overall, the average number of words used in a day is 16,000 … which adds up to over 
420 million words in the average American lifetime! 

So, not only do our words matter, we tend to use a lot of them throughout the course of life. We 
can even reflect on how the presence of electronic communication has impacted such things. If 
Proverbs were re-written in our day, we would surely see just as many references to the words we 
share through texts and social media – there’s a lot of wisdom needed in these forms of 
communication. The point is not just one specific way of expressing our words (verbally), but any 
way in which we communicate with others, especially as it reflects our hearts! Since all of them make 
up our VERBAL footprint, we need to apply this wisdom broadly to any and all ways we use words. 

When you consider the words you express – whether verbally or in some other format like 
electronically – how would you describe the “VERBAL footprint” you’re leaving behind (both the 
good and the bad … and maybe the ugly too)? 

 

 



What are some particular areas of challenges that you experience in this realm of your life (ways 
you struggle because of what you do express OR because it’s hard to express the right things)? 

 

 

One of the best ways for us to think about such a theme is to consider our experience on the 
receiving end of words as well. We know the impact of words that have been spoken to us over our 
lifetimes – both positively and negatively. Good or bad, write down some ways that your heart has 
been impacted by the “VERBAL footprints” of others around you. 

 

 

 

A Brief Look at Several Texts from Proverbs on Our Words 

This is one of those themes in Proverbs where the best suggestion would be to do an “inductive 
study” where you read the whole book and make note of any reference to this theme. Maybe if 
you’re an overachiever, you’ll do that! For the rest, take some time to read the following texts and 
reflect on what wisdom they offer for the words we use. 

Use the blank space below to jot down some of your overall observations 
and reflections about the WISDOM of Proverbs re: our WORDS. 

READ Proverbs 4:23-24 (on the tale end of last week’s emphasis 
on the HEART, this is a key text to consider) 

READ Proverbs 10:31-32; 12:18, 22; 13:3; 15:1, 4, 23; 16:24, 
27-28; 17:27-28; 18:6-8, 21a; 21:23; 24:26; 25:11 and 26:17-28 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



3 Specific Themes from Proverbs re: Our Words 

In addition to your broad notes, here are three key themes to reflect on – the wisdom from Proverbs 
re: our words. 

THEME #1:  Words are a primary way of expressing our hearts. 

Building on the HEART emphasis from last week, this is an important theme connected to our words. 
It’s telling that this is the first direct application of the “guard your heart” principle in Proverbs 4:23 
as verse 24 focuses on our use of words. Jesus makes the same point in connection with our heart 
in Luke 6:43-45 (especially verse 45). In the end, our words reflect the condition of our hearts – the 
negative words from what is evil lurking within and the positive words flow from a healthy inside. As 
with the broader issue of integrity, this flow has implications for how we change our words: it 
happens best always when we address it as an inside-out thing, starting with our hearts! 

THEME #2:  Words can either be good and God-honoring or bad and sinful. 

Consider this breakdown based on what we see in Proverbs: 

GOOD/GOD-HONORING WORDS BAD/SINFUL WORDS 

TRUTHFUL/HONEST … GRACIOUS … 
GOOD … TIMELY … SOFT/GENTLE … 
CAREFUL … CALM/CONTROLLED … 
THOUGHT-OUT … WISE WORDS … 

words that are KINDLY 
REBUKING/CORRECTING. 

SLANDEROUS/INSULTING … GOSSIP … LYING 
(also DECEITFUL/DEVIOUS) … FALSE TESTIMONY 
… FLATTERY (seemingly positive words meant to 

manipulate another) … HARSH/CRITICAL … 
PERVERSE or CORRUPTED SPEECH … 

RASH/CARELESS WORDS (spoken too quickly and 
without thought) … WICKED/DESTRUCTIVE 

words … FOOLISH words … even VIOLENT words. 

We could add this as a filter: are our 
words “KIND, ENCOURAGING and 

NEEDED?” 

We could add SARCASTIC, BOASTING/BRAGGING 
… COMPLAINING/GRUMBLING … DISRESPECFUL 

– perhaps even a tone that is “snarky.” 
 

This is not intended to be an exhaustive list, but one that represents the message of Proverbs. 
Perhaps it’s appropriate to consider what percentage of your own “VERBAL footprint” comes from 
each of these broad categories.  

THEME #3: Words have great power – they can be used for GREAT GOOD or GREAT HARM. 

This is why we need God’s wisdom when it comes to our words. Proverbs reminds us that our words 
can be CONSTRUCTIVE (building others up) or DESTRUCTIVE (tearing down). We know that to be 
true from our own experiences in hearing words from others … in both directions. It matters in our 
use of words toward others as well. This is a key emphasis in James 3:1-12 – our tongue is small, but 
has great power; so use it properly! This is a foundational principle when it comes to our words. 

 

When it comes to the application of Proverbs’ wisdom in this area, how do you need to put this all 
into practice in your life? Be as specific as you can and pray for His strength to adjust accordingly.     


